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QUESTION 1

Which of the following threat classifications would MOST likely use polymorphic code? 

A. Known threat 

B. Zero-day threat 

C. Unknown threat 

D. Advanced persistent threat 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

During a cyber incident, which of the following is the BEST course of action? 

A. Switch to using a pre-approved, secure, third-party communication system. 

B. Keep the entire company informed to ensure transparency and integrity during the incident. 

C. Restrict customer communication until the severity of the breach is confirmed. 

D. Limit communications to pre-authorized parties to ensure response efforts remain confidential. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A company allows employees to work remotely. The security administration is configuring services that will allow remote
help desk personnel to work secure outside the company\\'s headquarters. Which of the following presents the BEST
solution to meet this goal? 

A. Configure a VPN concentrator to terminate in the DMZ to allow help desk personnel access to resources. 

B. Open port 3389 on the firewall to the server to allow users to connect remotely. 

C. Set up a jump box for all help desk personnel to remotely access system resources. 

D. Use the company\\'s existing web server for remote access and configure over port 8080. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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A security engineer must deploy X 509 certificates to two web servers behind a load balancer. Each web server is
configured identically. Which of the following should be done to ensure certificate name mismatch errors do not occur? 

A. Create two certificates, each with the same fully qualified domain name, and associate each with the web servers’
real IP addresses on the load balancer. 

B. Create one certificate on the load balancer and associate the site with the web servers’ real IP addresses. 

C. Create two certificates, each with the same fully qualified domain name, and associate each with a corresponding
web server behind the load balancer. 

D. Create one certificate and export it to each web server behind the load balancer. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company wants to reduce the cost of deploying servers to support increased network growth. The company is
currently unable to keep up with the demand, so it wants to outsource the infrastructure to a cloud-based solution. 

Which of the following is the GREATEST threat for the company to consider when outsourcing its infrastructure? 

A. The cloud service provider is unable to provide sufficient logging and monitoring. 

B. The cloud service provider is unable to issue sufficient documentation for configurations. 

C. The cloud service provider conducts a system backup each weekend and once a week during peak business times. 

D. The cloud service provider has an SLA for system uptime that is lower than 99 9%. 

Correct Answer: B 
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